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Commercial in confidence

This document is a confidential business plan for investors as it contains company se-
crets; all rights belong to I.R.V. d.o.o.

Any other part of this document may not be shared, copied or posted anywhere without 
written consent from the company.
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1  Contentexchange.me presentation

Content exchange is a highly innovative online media cross-adver-
tising and monetizing platform for publishers. Solution is relevant for combina-
tion of various fast growing industries: digital media, advertising and IT Big-data.

Our MISSION is to change the way companies communicate with their online audi-
ence and customers. We help companies grow and monetize through high-quality and 
engaged users, that we seek to meet in a whole new level. 

Our VISION is to create 250 million of users’ personal profiles in order to better un-
derstand each visitor’s need, their wishes and preferences, so we can serve both, compa-
nies and visitors. Through helping companies to better understand their customers, we 
help customers to get exactly what they want and need. 

1.2 Solution
Content Exchange is a sophisticated solution built through steps. Each step plays crucial 
role and leads to the next step. The final step is to create new approach of how online 
companies communicate with their customers. 

First step: to build the biggest online network in 
many languages. 

We already started to build the network through 
Content Exchange’s sophisticated IT platform that 
was specifically designed to promote and adver-
tise websites through a content marketing network, 
bringing participating websites new, relevant, and 
highly engaged visitors. 

The Content Exchange Audience development plat-
form is composed of central site and Partner sites. 

Partner sites direct a portion of their traffic to the central site, which directs the traffic to 
other Partner sites. The system ensures that each participating partner’s website receives 
the same number of visitors in return as it has sent to the system. The ratio is 1:1. 

Problems companies face:
• not knowing who their visitors are and because of that offering them things and   
   services they don’t want or need,
• growing new, high-quality and engaged visitors, 
• increasing brand awareness,
• monetizing traffic in a friendly and meaningful way.

Problems visitors face:
• getting offers/ads with services/products they don’t need, 
• getting (low-quality) content they are not interested in.

1.1 Problem
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Content Exchange platform enables its media partner’s sites to: 
• increase new visitors / readers, 
• increase time spent on website/s, 
• increase number of page views, 
• channel readers from sites with less or no content, 
• have control over the content, 
• increase popularity of their brand, 
• increase visitors from other traffic sources,
• increase ad inventory.

Content Exchange platform has been growing steadily from its launch in the end of 
2014. Currently it connects 184 Partner sites in the network and also includes big me-
dia groups such as ProSiebenSat.1 in Germany, Antenna group in Greece, B92 in Serbia, 
Delo in Slovenia, etc. 

Second step:  creating millions of profiles through visitors in Content Exchange net-
work  (Without actual names and personal data)

Content Exchange represents infrastructure, for Big-data personal profiles creation.  We 
started to track what visitors of websites read and how they behave and by that we can 
assume what their interests and habits are, what kind of music or food they like, what 
their favorite brand is, how they feel, what relationship they are in, do they have kids, 
where they travel, what they are interested in buying. Currently Content Exchange is 
able to track up to 8 million visitors daily. With that data we will create personal profiles 
that will help companies to know who their visitors are.

Companies will be able to communicate more efficiently and engage with the audience 
on more personal level. On the other side it will help visitors avoid annoying ads and get-
ting the offers and content they don’t really want or they are not interested in. 

We are gathering behavior of the visitors, not actual personal data and since our mission 
is to help companies to act in the best interest of visitors, we will personally and legally 
make sure that data is protected and used exclusively for such purposes. 

Content Exchange enables cross promotion between me-
dia websites that publish content in the same language. 
Therefore, currently Content Exchange includes nine lan-
guage groups in the territory of Europe.  
Network configuration enables simple and easy duplica-
tion of the solution to new language groups. This is an im-
portant competitive advantage that enables Content Ex-
change fast, steady growth and at the same time valuable 
flexible system that can be adjusted to the needs of the 
individual market. 

CONDA campaign aims to secure additional funding for Content 
Exchange to increase online network in other EU countries, con-
necting as many media websites as possible as a first step and 
simultaneously support Big data profiles finalization. 
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2 Target customers

Our target customers are:

• Millions of visitors of all websites in icluded 
   in the network. 
• Companies/websites that offer services/
   products: we enable them better efficiency  
   in exposing their offers in a real-time,
• Advertising agencies and advertiers:    
  we will offer better efficiency in advertising  
  based on profiles that we are creting.

We can proudly say that we already have up 
to 8 million of visitors daily. These are already 
our (potential) customers and there are thou-
sands of potential clients in creation because 
the service we will provide can be adopted by 
almost any media portal, which enables global scalability for Content Exchange.

3 Business model

Third step: monetization 
 
Content Exchange platform enables several ways of monetization: 

1. Revenue from Big data profiling: 
 • Selling online codes for companies so they can track their visitors in real-time,
              and offer them products and services based on their profile and needs.
 • Offering/selling better efficiency to advertising agencies and advertisers.

2. Monetizing inventory on Content Exchange central website through advertising.

3. Revenue from Content Exchange Online Shop: by connection with online suppliers 
we will simply create online shops where we can efficiently target the visitors with the 
services/products they are looking for. 

4. Selling excess traffic to websites/companies accumulated by Content Exchange. 

5. Revenue from Content Exchange Advertising Network: selling ads on websites includ-
ed in advertising network.

First step of monetization is monetizing inventory on central website, followed by selling 
excess traffic and revenue from Advertising Network. Revenue from Big Data profiling 
and online shop will follow in 6-12 months, depending on the number of Partners in the 
online network. 
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Content Exchange is a complex solution, since it operates at the cross-roads of several 
industries: IT Big-data, IT Digital platforms, software, media & content and marketing & 
advertising.  
 
From IT perspective we could compare Content Exchange with recommendation engines 
and content exchange platforms. Despite the fact that Content Exchange on the first sight 
might look and feel like recommendation engine, they actually do not have much in 
common. 

Content Exchange Recommendation engines

• Recommendation of content from 
other websites (We exchange 

visitors for free between multiple 

websites from different compa-

nies. Content Exchange increases 

unique visitors, page views and 

time on site).

• Recommendation of content 
within a certain website (They ex-

change visitors within one website. 

If company wants to exchange visi-

tors with other websites, they have 

to pay. Recommendation engine 

increases page views and time on 

site).

• We show content we want a visitor 
to see (we show visitors content 

that we want them to see in order 

to have control over the content 

and to redirect the user to a spe-

cific site of our choice. We import 

and show only latest content, that 

is relevant at the time and we de-

lete the old stuff).

• Recommendation engine shows 
content that visitor is supposed 
to be interested in (it is a nice fea-

ture, but sometimes a two year old 

basketball result is not the best fit 

for a male visitor with interests in 

sports).

• We can utilize users from non con-
tent websites in order to build a 
website with content (we take ad-

vantage of websites with no con-

tent to redirect the visitors to a 

website that company chooses to 

build). 

• Apart from content, recommen-
dation engines cannot run on that 
kind of service (if a site does not 

have content to recommend, a rec-

ommendation engine has nothing 

to recommend to the visitor).

4     Competitive environment

Recommendation engines competitors are Outbrain, Plista and Taboola, 
Content Exchange competitors are Zergnet, Strossle and Ligatus. 
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Competitive advantages of Content Exchange over its competitors are: 
 • we deliver free traffic,
 • it has only quality and current content,
 • the platform enables to incorporate the demands of individual market/partner  
             and to create tailor made solutions (ProSiebenSat.1), 
 • based on 250 million personal profiles it will offer new way of how companies 
             communicate with their customers. 

Our USP (unique selling proposition) are personal profiles made with characteristics, our 
IT and online media know-how. Therefore services can be offered to our customers on a 
whole different level. 

Big-data perspective – Content Exchange platform enables creation of personal-
ized profiles, not only for visitors coming to Content Exchange directly, but for all visitors 
from all websites, included into network. With new growth, we target to reach up to 250 
million personal profiles, which will enable us to detect visitors’ characteristics in real time, 
thus enabling our customers to tailor-made their offers.  
 
Competitors on the Big-data profiling field are: Google, Facebook, Amazon. Based on our 
20 years of experience in digital media we estimate that in the future there is a space for 
around 100 players globally, each of them will manage several 100 million profiles, with 
5-10 players managing up to 2 to 3 billion profiles.

Content Exchange has global market potential. Growth is envisaged in several stages and 
includes simultaneous growth of Content Exchange platform by expansion to new mar-
kets and growth of the number of 
websites included into network. 

Currently Content Exchange is 
present in Slovenia, Serbia (Adria), 
Greece, Austria/Germany, Ita-
ly, Czech Republic, Slovakia and 
Spain as well as in English speak-
ing territories. Based on our ex-
periences and previous success 
in Content Exchange we estimate 
that the project’s market size po-
tential is 5 billion EUR or more.

In the first phase accelerated growth is expected in DACH region, Italy and other CE mar-
kets, which will be followed by other EU markets. USA, Asia and Russia will follow in the 
second phase. 

5     Market and sales plans
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PROFIT & LOSS 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Total                     
2017-2021

CoEx Network 108.120 550.000 1.578.728 2.610.134 3.133.620 7.980.601

Big-data 72.080 480.000 1.052.485 1.740.089 2.089.080 5.433.734

CoEx Ad agency 76.725 520.000 1.133.433 1.443.078 1.732.500 4.905.735

CoEx Shop 62.775 420.000 927.354 1.180.700 1.417.500 4.008.329

REVENUES TOTAL 319.700 1.970.000 4.692.000 6.974.000 8.372.700 22.328.400

       

Material costs 13.800 13.500 13.300 13.100 12.000 65.700

Service costs 354.950 629.500 1.328.500 1.793.000 1.990.230 6.096.180

Sales costs 34.000 60.000 300.000 450.000 499.500 1.343.500

Content creation costs 35.000 288.000 486.000 660.000 732.600 2.201.600

Marketing costs 6.000 22.000 50.000 60.000 66.600 204.600

IT costs 132.950 82.500 138.500 203.000 225.330 782.280

Office operating costs 147.000 177.000 354.000 420.000 466.200 1.564.200

Labor costs 445.400 1.279.800 2.266.600 2.900.600 2.900.600 9.793.000

Depreciation 60.636 77.803 112.220 144.553 177.553 572.765

Costs CONDA 75.000  0 0 0 75.000

TOTAL COSTS 949.786 2.000.603 3.720.620 4.851.253 5.080.383 16.602.645

       

EBIT -630.086 -30.603 971.380 2.122.747 3.292.317 5.725.755 

EBITDA -589.638 47.200 1.083.600 2.267.300 3.469.870 6.278.333 

      

Interests CONDA 17.188 41.250 41.250 41.250 41.250 182.188

Interests bank loan 3.000 4.500 4.500 3.900 3.000 18.900

Taxes 3.000 4.500 4.500 3.900 3.000 18.900

Net income -650.274 -76.353 837.695 1.820.913 2.630.934 4.562.915 

EBITDA margin  2% 23% 33% 41%

6     Financial Plan

Content Exchange sales revenues are planned to grow from almost 2 million EUR in 2018 
up to 4 times in 2021. Costs follow growth, but at a slower pace. Among costs, the most 
significant are labor costs, representing on average 59 % of total costs. We are planning 
to reach customers mainly through personal meetings. Based on our previous experience 
and success in Content Exchange this method has proved to be the most successful, es-
pecially in creating first of the solution and at the last step in monetization from Big-data 
profiling.  These costs are followed by content creating costs.  
 
During the planned period, annual investment in IT (platform and Big-data) is planned in 
the amount between 200.000 EUR to 350.000 EUR, which is reflected in the growth of 
depreciation costs. 
 
EBITDA reaches break even in 2018 and is growing strongly over the next couple of years. 
EBITDA margin of 41 % is appropriate margin for the industry. 
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7.1 The need for resources 

Content Exchange plans approximately 950.000 EUR of operating expenses in 2017. The 
company intends to finance these costs using existing company’s revenue stream, LT bank 
loan and the additional funds from the planned CONDA campaign.  
 
Content Exchange aims to raise up to 750.000 EUR in mezzanine funding through CON-
DA on a 5-year maturity basis. This funding is expected to cover all of the company’s fi-
nancing requirements necessary to reach planned goals.  

In case CONDA financing will not be raised, the company will have to adjust its expendi-
tures. This would mean that growth will slow down, especially in terms of new employ-
ments and opening new markets. The lack of CONDA financing will not endanger exist-
ence of the company.

7.2 Short description of the major assets  

The company’s main and most significant asset is its proprietary Content Exchange plat-
form (an intangible asset). As of 31.12.2016, this asset was valued at 5,223,000 EUR (the 
valuation was completed in March 2017 by a court expert).  

Content Exchange also has registered domains, but currently does not assign it any ex-
plicit accounting value.  

7.3 Current financing  

Content Exchange is currently financing its operations with equity sources provided by 
the company’s private owner as well as its existing revenue stream. Total shareholder in-
vestment to date amounted to more than 3 million EUR.  

7     Investment
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8     Our Team

Marijan Jurenec
CEO, Founder

CEO and external mentor, with over 20 years of international  
experience in advertising, media and digital media. Entrepre-
neur, co-founder of the biggest media group Pro Plus (POP TV, 
A Kanal TV, 24.com) and initiator and investor of Content 
Exchange project. 
Huge network of European and global media-digital contacts.

Barbara Vtič 
Vraničar
CFO

CFO, more than 15 years of experience in finance and strategic 
consulting, with the emphasis on CF planning and management.

Mitja  Doma
CTO

CTO, open source & web developer with more than 15 years of 
experience. Pioneer on digital entrepreneurship.

Peter Kresnik
CSO

Director of sales, with more than 10 years of experience in 
advertising, web & online media, always a step ahead in adver-
tising ideas, monetizing traffic and new advertising platforms.

Andraž Zupančič
Audience 
development 
manager

Project manager and mentor, with 6 years of experience in edit-
ing online media, audience development manager. Responsible 
for global markets.

Aljaž Pogorelčnik
Editor VP

Editor, author, journalist, copywriter with 9 years of experience 
in online content creation.

Štefan Furlan
Big – data 
project manager

Experienced entrepreneur and manager with PhD in computer 
sciences. Štefan has over 10 years of experience in intelligent 
systems and related complex IT projects.

Erik Štrumbelj 
Data Scientists

Researcher in statistics and machine learning. PhD and assistant 
professor at the Faculty of Computer and Information sciences.

Eva Jurenec
CMO 

Head of marketing, responsible for different world markets with 
experiences in digital media, branding, cross promotion and 
content management.
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Company currently employs 10 people. After additional financing we are planning to 
raise this number to 18 till the end of 2017 and further grow number of employees to 
reach 27 in year 2020.
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